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Abstract—Performance models are powerful instruments for
understanding the performance of parallel systems and uncovering their bottlenecks. Already during system design, performance
models can help ponder alternatives. However, creating a performance model – whether theoretically or empirically – for an
entire application that does not exist yet is challenging unless the
interactions between all system components are well understood,
which is often not the case during design. In this paper, we
propose to generate performance models of full programs from
performance models of their components using formal composition operators derived from parallel design patterns such as
pipeline or task pool. As long as the design of the overall system
follows such a pattern, its performance model can be predicted
with reasonable accuracy without an actual implementation.
Index Terms—performance modeling, parallel design patterns,
composition operators

I. I NTRODUCTION
The main motivation for letting software exploit parallelism is performance, making it a first-class citizen in the
development process. However, permanent pressure to reconcile functional with performance requirements poses serious
challenges already during the design phase when an actual
implementation is not yet available. To simplify the design of
parallel software, several authors proposed design patterns to
guide the creation of parallel programs [1]–[3]. With its origins
in the field of civil engineering, the notion of design patterns
has been introduced to document good solutions for recurring
problems [4]. In the parallel-computing community, design
patterns help identify and express parallelism on different
levels, ranging from the decomposition of an abstract computational problem down to the selection of specific parallelprograming constructs.
If performance cannot be measured, it must be predicted.
This is why designing efficient software requires performance
models, at least as long as one lacks a running prototype
that can serve as the basis for performance measurements.
Formally, a performance model is an equation that describes a

performance metric, usually the execution time, as a function
of one or more parameters such as the size of the input data
or the number of processing elements.
Deriving performance models analytically from software
blueprints, that is searching for equations that accurately
reflect the performance of the final product, is, unfortunately,
both difficult and time consuming. This is why it is rarely
tried for entire programs but rather for selected kernels such
as functions or loops expected to consume the majority
of the compute time. More than often, software developers
avoid even this and, instead, restrict their analysis to the
comparison of pre-existing performance models available in
the literature when they select appropriate algorithms. For
runnable code, empirical performance modeling presents an
effective but less laborious alternative to analytical modeling.
Empirical performance modeling learns performance models
from measurements, for example, using regression [5]. While
being much faster than analytical modeling, a prerequisite
for using this technique is the ability to obtain performance
measurements, which is usually not possible during the design
phase we want to address here. Even during re-design, the
ability to run the product only materializes after all changes
have been implemented, which is often too late for major
revisions.
In this paper, we show how empirical performance modeling
can still support the (re-)design of parallel software as long as
the construction of the software follows a certain path, closely
aligned with the concept of design patterns. In our approach,
we exploit the idea that many parallel design patterns can be
interpreted as composing an application of (at least initially)
serial building blocks that represent the application logic.
Very often, these building blocks are already available, for
example, as components of a serial program to be parallelized.
Following the rules of the pattern, they are subsequently
connected through communication and synchronization facilities, such as shared queues—similar to how one creates

Fig. 1: Interactive exploration of performance models using Extra-P. The screen shot shows performance models generated for
call paths in SWEEP3D, a neutron transport simulation

software in a data-flow model. Assuming that performance
models exist at the level of these elementary building blocks,
derived empirically through unit performance tests (i.e., measurements), we define for each design pattern a matching
composition operator that allows the performance model of
the pattern-based implementation to be constructed from the
less complex performance models of the pattern components.
Applying this approach recursively, we can quickly model
the performance of an entire application without the need to
run more than any of its components in isolation. Beyond
uncovering performance bottlenecks early, our approach also
helps find optimal execution configurations, for example, by
suggesting the replication of slower stages in a pipeline. We
summarize our contributions as follows:
•

•

•

We propose a modular approach to the construction
of performance models during the design of parallel
software that reduces the conceptual complexity of the
construction, allowing empirical performance models of
software components to be plugged together based on
well-defined rules.
We define composition operators for two design patterns,
pipeline and task pool, that can be used in our modular
construction approach.
We provide evidence that our method produces useful
performance models by comparing their predictions with
actual measurements and their equations with empirical
models derived from these measurements.

Before presenting the details of our approach in Section III,
we review related work in Section II. Then, we support
our claim with performance results in Section IV. Finally,

we discuss future work and opportunities in Section V and
conclude in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our approach leverages the concept of design patterns for
parallel programs [2]. Design patterns are usually arranged
in a pattern language, which is less a formal language with
well-defined syntax and semantics than a kind of decision
tree that guides the software developer through various design
spaces of decreasing levels of abstraction. A well-known
language for parallelism is OPL by Keutzer and Mattson [1],
which distinguishes five pattern categories or design spaces:
structural, computational, algorithm strategy, implementation
strategy, and parallel execution patterns. Another way of
looking at parallel design patterns is to think of them as
algorithmic building blocks that connect serial computations
to make them run in parallel.
The performance analysis of parallel programs has been a
primary concern since the very beginning of high-performance
computing. A variety of tools, including HPCToolKit [6],
TAU [7], Scalasca [8], Score-P [9] and Vampir [10], can be
used to gather measurements, usually at the level of individual
code regions, that capture the behavior of an application in
a given runtime configuration. Many of them use profiling
to summarize metrics across each code region or thread,
keeping the storage requirements at a minimum. Similar to
profiles, we summarize performance metrics in our analysis.
However, instead of considering the runtime of particular
code regions, we rather focus on data elements and the time
they require to traverse the application. Basically, we look at
applications from the large-grain data-flow perspective [11].

Therein, applications are viewed as directed graphs of blocks,
where a stream of data elements flows along the arcs of the
graph and the blocks implement sequential transformations on
the input data elements. The key property of those blocks is
that they are independent of the global memory state. Many
parallel design patterns, including pipeline, task graph, data
flow, fork join, master/worker, and map reduce, can be reinterpreted according to this model.
Multiple tools have been developed to help create performance models, some of them based on neural networks [12],
[13], others requiring code annotations to supplement measurements in order to derive models [14], [15]. Finally, Siegmund
et al. [16] analyze the interaction of different performance
relevant parameters to generate models of applications as a
whole.
Parallel design patterns have been successfully used to
understand Quality of Service attributes of complex software
systems at design time using probabilistic analysis [17]. We
wish to apply a similar concept towards understanding performance. To model the performance of pattern components and
validate the composition operators we propose in this paper,
we build on Extra-P [5], an empirical performance-modeling
tool, which we tailor towards modeling the traversal time of
data elements through the program.
Extra-P automatically derives human-readable performance
models from performance measurements. It is based on the
assumption that the behavior of most practical programs can
be expressed as n terms involving logarithmic and polynomial
expressions of a parameter p, usually representing the number
of processors. Extra-P therefore represents models using the
performance model normal form (PMNF):

f (p) =

n
X
k=1

ck · pik · log2jk (p)

A search space for potential models defined, by the sets I and
J from which ik and jk can be chosen, is either generated
automatically [18] or can be set by the user, and a combination
of regression and cross-validation is then used to find the best
coefficients ck and then select the model with the optimal
fit. The resulting human-readable performance models express
the execution time, number of floating point operations, bytes
send over the network or any other captured metric as a
function of the number of processes or other performancerelevant parameters such as the problem size.
Fig. 1 shows how the results of the model generator can be
interactively explored. The GUI annotates each call path with
a performance model. The formula represents a previously
selected metric as a function of the number of processes, and
allows other parameters to be represented as well. The user
can select one or more call paths and plot their models on the
right. In this way, the user can visually compare the scalability
of different application kernels.

III. C OMPOSITION O PERATORS FOR P ERFORMANCE
M ODELS
Our goal is the modular construction of performance models
for parallel applications based on our understanding of parallel
design patterns—after their re-interpretation from a data-flow
perspective. We first clarify our general assumptions regarding
parallel design patterns and then define two specific patterns,
namely pipeline and task pool, which we use to demonstrate
our approach. After that, we explain the performance metrics
we deem appropriate for our data-flow-centric analysis. In a
next step, we clarify the notion of a composition operator for
performance models and define operators for the two parallel
design patterns we consider in this study. Finally, we introduce
an algebra for these composition operators that allows us
to reason about the performance impact of applying parallel
design patterns.
A. Parallel Design Patterns
In this work we focus on two parallel design patterns,
namely pipeline and task pool. We consider the individual
blocks combined with the help of a pattern to be sequences
of operations of variable computational intensity, without
side-effects. We further assume that the implementation of a
parallel design pattern has no impact on the performance of
the sequential blocks, but can and will affect the performance
of the system as a whole. As a consequence, the number
of threads used may not exceed the available hardware concurrency. Below, we provide definitions of the two patterns
pipeline and the task pool.
1) Task Pool.: The task-pool pattern utilizes a group of
worker threads to execute multiple blocks, henceforth called
tasks, in parallel, decreasing the overall time in comparison
to serial computation of the tasks. The implementation of the
pattern in our work consists of two components, a queue for
data elements representing the tasks and a thread pool of fixed
size as shown in Figure 2a. The task queue stores the work that
has to be done and the thread pool is a set of workers that pop

tpoolT (task)
task 1

task T
(a) Task-pool pattern

pipe(stage1 ,stage2 )
stage1

stage2

(b) Pipeline pattern

Fig. 2: Parallel design patterns from a data-flow perspective

data elements from the queue and process them. The pattern
has the benefit of being able to reuse threads to process data
rather than using short-lived threads. This limits the overhead
for the creation and destruction of the worker threads. We write
tpoolT (task) for a task pool that concurrently executes the
block task for each data element with T threads.
2) Pipeline.: The pipeline pattern can be compared to an
assembly line in a factory that creates a product in multiple
stages. Once they filled, all stages run in parallel, albeit
working on different product instances. A pipeline is useful
if the computational tasks can be expressed as a consumerproducer relationship [3]. A pipeline consists of a sequence
of stages where each stage corresponds to a computational
task that can be either a sequential block or an instance of a
parallel design pattern. Each stage consumes a data element
from the prior stage and produces a data element for the next
stage. Conceptually, all stages run in parallel for different data
elements, as shown in Figure 2b. Without loss of generality, we
model a pipeline as having two stages. A pipeline with more
stages can be modeled as a composition of pipelines with only
two stages. We write pipe(stage1 ,stage2 ) for a pipeline
that is composed of the stages stage1 and stage2 .

pattern implementation. In this sense, the composition operator represents the performance impact of the parallel design
pattern itself. It will therefore contain scalar parameters which
express the configuration of the parallel design pattern, such as
the number of worker threads in a task pool. In the following,
we present instances of composition operators for the patterns
pipeline and the task pool.
1) Task Pool: Given a task pool tpoolT (task), a performance model for the sequential block M (task), and a fixed
number of threads T , we define the composed performance
model of the task-pool pattern as follows:
M (tpoolT (task)) :=

1
· M (task)
T

(1)

Intuitively, a task pool with T threads can process T data
elements at once. Therefore, the average runtime of a single
data element is only a T th of the average runtime of the
sequential block task.
2) Pipeline: Given a pipeline pipe(stage1 ,stage2 )
and performance models for the states M (stage1 ) and
M (stage2 ), we define the composed performance model of
the pipeline pattern as follows:

B. Performance Metrics
As discussed in Section II, performance models are equations that represent a performance metric as a function of one
or more parameters. We write M (·) to denote the performance
model of an application. Below, we identify two different
performance metrics for applications that process a stream of
data elements.
• Throughput: The rate at which data elements can be
processed.
• Latency: The total computational time a single data
element requires.
In this work, we select throughput, since we focus on applications that process large streams of data elements. However,
instead of using throughput directly, we use its inverse, that is,
the average time a data element spends in the application, both
considering the computations and the waiting and transport
times between these computations until the next data element
reaches the same stage in the workflow. We call this the
average runtime of a single data element. Examples of this
metric for both patterns are shown in Figure 3.
This performance metric enables both assessing the asymptotic complexity of the program as a whole but also predicting
the specific runtime for a fixed number of input data elements.
Note that our approach of compositional reasoning for performance models works for latency as well – in a similar fashion.
C. Composition Operators for Performance Models
Below, we define operators for composing performance
models of applications based on parallel design patterns. We
interpret the patterns as higher-order functions that take the
performance models of the blocks the pattern is composed of,
which are themselves functions, as input and returns a function
that represents the resulting performance model for the entire

M (pipe(stage1 ,stage2 ))
:= max(M (stage1 ), M (stage2 )),

(2)

where max applied to performance models is defined as
follows:
(
m1
max(m1 , m2 ) =
m2

if
O(m1 ) ≥ O(m2 )
else

(3)

Intuitively, the performance model of the pipeline pattern
is equal to the performance model of the slower stage for a
selected data element size since it will become the bottleneck
of the execution. This is why we can use the asymptotic
complexity of the stages to make this choice.
In some cases, the performance for a given parameter
range can mean that a different selection than the asymptotic
choice has to be made. This is not the case for the types of
computational tasks considered in this paper, but an expansion
of the composition operator to handle such cases would be
similar to the way collective operations in MPI optimize
runtime by selecting algorithms based on the number of ranks
involved [19].
D. An Algebra for Composition Operators
The composition operators provide a structured way of
combining multiple performance models. This enables the
definition of an algebra for compositional reasoning of performance models. In the following, we provide examples of
rules that govern our composition operators and the benefits
they provide. For all stages stage1 , stage2 , and stage3 ,
sequential blocks task1 and task2 , thread counts T , the
following equalities hold:

Parallel pattern
10s
10s

10s

Arrival times

Average time

10s 10s 20s 20s 30s 30s . . .

≈ 5s

0s 10s 0s 10s 0s
5s

15s 25s 35s 45s 55s 65s . . .
10s 10s 10s 10s 10s

≈ 10s

Fig. 3: Examples of average runtimes of individual data elements
i) M (pipe(stage1 ,pipe(stage2 ,stage3 )))
= M (pipe(pipe(stage1 ,stage2 ),stage3 )),
ii) M (pipe(stage1 ,stage2 ))
= M (pipe(stage2 ,stage1 )), and
iii) M (pipe(tpoolT (task1 ),tpoolT (task2 )))
= M (tpoolT (pipe(task1 ,task2 ))).
Intuitively, rule (i) states that the performance of a pipeline
with more than two stages does not depend on the composition
order and rule (ii) states that the performance of a pipeline does
not depend of the order of the stages. Rule (iii) states that a
parallel pipeline where each stage is a task pool executing
some work has the same performance as a task pool where
the tasks are parallel pipelines executing the same work. This
is equivalent to stating that when layering parallel design
patterns correctly, the performance of the resulting system will
not change, regardless of the ordering of these patterns.
This kind of statements are not possible if the performance
of the whole program is modeled as a black box, yet they
are evident using our compositional modeling. On a practical
level, this means that once the models of the individual stages
are known, the model for the performance of the entire system
can be derived, and no new measurements have to be performed if the ordering is changed. As long as the performance
model of each stage is known, stages can be arbitrarily added
or removed from the system and the performance can still be
derived without any new measurements.
IV. E VALUATION
In this Section, we support the claims made in Section III.
To create examples of parallel systems, we first introduce a
number of computational tasks with different complexities,
which we use as the sequential building blocks for our parallel
TABLE I: Models of sequential task blocks.
Task

Model

nop
inc
qsort

0.00864
0.02599 · n
0.03899 · n log2 n

design patterns. We then create performance models using the
composition operators we have introduced for these patterns.
We compare the compositional models with both the performance models generated by Extra-P for the entire systems
as well as with the actual performance measurements of the
entire systems themselves. We show that the prediction error
of the performance model constructed using composition is
less than 12% over all our experiments.
All experiment have been carried out on a single node from
the Lichtenberg high-performance computer of TU Darmstadt.
The node includes 2 Intel XEON E5 2680 v3 processors (12
cores, hyper-threading disabled, 2.5GHz base, 3.3GHz boost),
64GB of DDR4-RAM running under CentOS Linux 7 (kernel
3.10.0-957.21.3.el7.x86 64). The machine is managed by the
slurm workload manager in version 17.02.09 and we have used
GCC in version 4.8.5 for all experiments.
1) Tasks.: For simplicity, the tasks we use in the following
experiments all take an array of integers as input, and return
the array after applying their computational task which can
potentially alter the array. We have selected the following
tasks:
1) nop: Performs no operation and return the array unchanged [O(1)].
2) inc: Increases the value of each element in the array
by 1. [O(n)].
3) qsort: Sorts the array using the quicksort algorithm.
[O(n log2 n)].
We look at the average complexity rather than the worst case
complexity as we are interested in the behavior across a large
number of samples in a realistic execution scenario rather
than specific outliers. To gather data, we vary the number of
elements of the array from 1.024 to 262.144 in increments of
1.024. To ensure the statistical soundness of our results, we
repeat each measurement 256 times. The runtime is expressed
in microseconds.
The performance models of these tasks express their runtime
as a function of the number of elements n in the array. The
models are summarized in Table I.
A. Composition Operators
The composition operators we defined are adequate for all
possible combinations of tasks. We performed experiments

TABLE II: Comparison between modular and monolithic models of the task-pool and pipeline patterns.

Task pool

tpool1 (qsort)
tpool2 (qsort)
tpool4 (qsort)
tpool8 (qsort)

Pipeline

Configuration

pipe(qsort,nop)
pipe(qsort,inc)
pipe(inc,qsort)
pipe(inc,inc)
pipe(inc,nop)

Modular model
0.03899 · n
0.01946 · n
0.00975 · n
0.00488 · n

log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n

0.03899 · n log2 n
0.03899 · n log2 n
0.03899 · n log2 n
0.02599 · n
0.02599 · n

for all combinations but, for the sake of brevity, focus on
analyzing the most relevant four configurations for the pipeline
and most relevant two for the task-pool pattern.
1) Task Pool.: The evaluation of this composition operator
is straightforward. We initialized the task pools with a different number of threads, ranging from 1 to 8, and measured
the execution time for each run. Our composition operator,
M (tpoolT (task)) = T1 · M (task), predicts that the
performance model is the division of the task performance
model by the number of threads. The results show that each
run yields a different execution time and as such a different
performance model, as can be seen in Table II. And indeed,
the speedup achieved by the number of threads according to
the model is effectively the division of the base model by the
number of threads used.
2) Pipeline.: We focus on the following configurations of
stages and tasks: pipe(qsort,nop), pipe(inc,inc),
pipe(inc,nop),
and
pipe(inc,qsort).
Our
composition operator, M (pipe(stage1 ,stage2 )) =
max(M (stage1 ), M (stage2 )),
predicts
that
the
performance model of the pipeline is the performance
model of the slower stage. The models summarized in
Table II show that the measured data support using maximum
as a composition operator: the runtime and models of the
pipeline where two inc tasks are performed are effectively
the same as those of the pipeline where one inc task
and one nop task is performed. Similarly, the models and

Monolithic model
0.03900 · n
0.01950 · n
0.01015 · n
0.00545 · n

Relative error

log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n

0.160
0.180
4.043
11.267

0.03873 · n log2 n
0.03891 · n log2 n
0.03865 · n log2 n
0.02700 · n
0.02718 · n

0.067
0.02
0.089
3.802
4.437

measurements for the pipeline composed of a qsort task
and a nop task and that of the qsort task and an inc
task are the same. Therefore, the average runtime of a data
element in a parallel pipeline depends only on the runtime of
the stage with the highest complexity.
B. Algebra of Composition Operators
In this subsection, we test the claims from Section III, where
we define an algebra of composition operators that apply to
the parallel design patterns. The first two rules state that the
composition operator for the parallel pipeline is (i) associative
and (ii) commutative with respect to the tasks. The third rule
(iii) states that the order in which parallel design patterns are
layered is performance neutral.
We show a representative subset of pipeline configurations
that use the inc, qsort and nop tasks. In Table III, we
display the measured performance models for these configurations. Not only are the models in the same complexity
class but even the coefficients show less then 10% variation
across all configurations. The models show that the parallel
pipeline design pattern is associative and commutative. The
commutative property can also be seen in Table II, where the
models of pipe(qsort,inc) and pipe(inc,qsort)
are effectively equal.
The third algebra rule we introduce states that layering
parallel design patterns correctly should have no impact on
performance. In order to compare the performance models, we
have created software systems following both design patterns,

TABLE III: Performance neutrality of pipeline associativity and commutativity

pipe(pipe(qsort,inc),nop)
pipe(qsort,pipe(inc,nop))
pipe(pipe(qsort,nop),inc)
pipe(qsort,pipe(nop,inc))
pipe(pipe(inc,qsort),nop)
pipe(inc,pipe(qsort,nop))
pipe(pipe(inc,nop),qsort)
pipe(inc,pipe(nop,qsort))

Monolithic model
Commutativity

Associativity

Configuration

0.03873 · n
0.03900 · n
0.03873 · n
0.03888 · n
0.03877 · n
0.03894 · n
0.03860 · n
0.03894 · n

log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n

TABLE IV: Performance neutrality of different layerings for parallel design patterns.
Parameter
T
T
T
T

pipe(tpoolT (qsort),tpoolT (inc)) tpoolT (pipe(qsort,inc))

=1
=2
=4
=8

0.03827 · n
0.01930 · n
0.01015 · n
0.00565 · n

log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n

but applied in a different order. The first configuration is a
pipeline that uses stages that rely on task pools to process
the tasks, while the second type is a task pool that uses a
pipeline containing stages that are responsible for processing
the data. The resulting models are summarized in Table IV and
show that all configurations perform similarly— well apart
from inherent run-to-run variations. With this we can confidentially say that layering parallel patterns and the ordering
in which patterns are layered, if done correctly, does not affect
performance.
V. F UTURE W ORK
So far, we have modeled the task-pool and pipeline parallel
design patterns, their interactions, and discussed the types of
insights that can be gained from them. We plan to expand our
approach to a wider range of patterns, and test our approach
on real scientific applications.
By combining DiscoPop [20], an approach aimed at discovering parallel patterns in existing applications with our method
we hope to allow the benefits of compositional performance
modeling to be attained with a minimum of developer effort. We further wish to investigate the software engineering
benefits of our method by supporting the developers of highperformance applications.
In this work, we have performed measurements and applied
the tool Extra-P to derive the performance models for the
sequential tasks and the entire systems. However, our modular
approach is not limited to the models generated by Extra-P
and not even to performance models in general. We plan to
investigate the insights we can gain by using other dynamic
or static analysis tools instead.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We introduce a modular approach to the construction of
performance models that can be used not only to optimize
existing software or choose between implementation alternatives, but even (and arguably especially) during the design
of parallel software. Leveraging the properties of parallel
design patterns, we can now construct accurate performance
models in a brick-by-brick fashion from performance models
of software components, as long as the combination of the
components follows the design pattern. The resulting models
can be created not just without needing to repeat the entire
measurement process whenever a component of the system
is changed but rather allow detailed performance prediction
before an implementation of the system as a whole even
exists. Our modular approach provides significant support to

0.03914 · n
0.01996 · n
0.01033 · n
0.00563 · n

log2 n
log2 n
log2 n
log2 n

developers trying to design, maintain or optimize parallel
programs.
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